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Abstract 

We investigate the lithospheric shear-wave velocity structure of Saudi Arabia by 

conducting H-κ stacking analysis and jointly inverting teleseismic P-receiver functions 

and fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave group velocities at 56 broadband stations 

deployed by the Saudi Geological Survey (SGS). The study region, the Arabian plate, is 

traditionally divided into the western Arabian shield and the eastern Arabian platform: 

The Arabian shield itself is a complicated mélange of crustal material, composed of 

several Proterozoic terrains separated by ophiolite-bearing suture zones and dotted by 

outcropping Cenozoic volcanic rocks (locally known as harrats). The Arabian platform is 

primarily covered by 8 to 10 km of Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary 

rocks. Our results reveal high Vp/Vs ratios in the region of Harrat Lunayyir, which are 

interpreted as solidified magma intrusions from old magmatic episodes in the shield. Our 
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results also indicate slow velocities and large upper mantle lid temperatures below the 

southern and northern tips of the Arabian shield, when compared with the values obtained 

for the central shield. We argue that our inferred patterns of lid velocity and temperature 

are due to heating by thermal conduction from the Afar plume (and, possibly, the Jordan 

plume), and that volcanism in western Arabia may result from small-scale adiabatic 

ascent of magma diapirs. 

   

1. Introduction 

A number of previous geophysical studies (e.g., Sandvol et al., 1998; Kumar et 

al., 2002; Julià et al., 2003; Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Tkalčić et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 

2007) have provided important insight into the large-scale structure of the lithosphere of 

Saudi Arabia. The complex geology of the Arabian plate together with the sparse nature 

of previous datasets, however, have limited the information and prevented a detailed 

characterization of the lithospheric structure and its spatial relationship to surface 

geology. In particular, lateral variations in crustal thickness and shear-wave velocity 

across the Arabian plate are not well resolved. Although variations from west to east 

seems generally consistent among those studies, detailed differences of the velocity 

structure between the Arabian shield and the Arabian platform remain elusive. There is 

also considerable ambiguity regarding the lateral variations in crustal thickness along the 

western margin of Saudi Arabia, close to the Red Sea, and within the regions of recent 

volcanism. 

More interestingly, the precise origin and detailed plumbing of the pronounced 

Cenozoic volcanism in western Saudi Arabia – locally known as harrats - is still 
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unresolved. These volcanic outcrops are expected to originate from localized deep 

sources within the crust (Camp et al., 1992), but unambiguous seismic imaging of such 

sources is still lacking. While slow P- and S-wave velocities and large Vp/Vs ratios are 

expected under the harrats due to the likely presence of partial melt, recent local 

tomography studies (Hansen et al., 2013) reported a pronounced fast P-velocity anomaly 

between 10 and 20 km depths in Harrat Lunayyir. Also, the Cenozoic volcanism may be 

ultimately originating from either lateral mantle flow from the Afar and, perhaps, Jordan 

hotspots (Chang and Van der Lee, 2011), or a local mantle plume beneath the Arabian 

shield (Camp and Roobol, 1992). Chang et al. (2011) inferred a region of deep (~150 km) 

low shear velocities under the southern Red Sea and the western Arabian plate, which 

they consider as an indication for lateral mantle flow from the Afar plume to western 

Arabia. Moreover, a quasi-vertical low S-velocity anomaly under Jordan had been 

imaged (Chang and Van der Lee, 2011). Previous petrological work (e.g., McGuire, 

1988) on xenolith samples from various harrats provide point estimates of crustal and 

upper-mantle temperature-pressure conditions that can be reconciled with seismological 

observations. It is thus particularly critical to interpret the lithospheric properties and 

their relation to the possible lateral flows of plume materials by investigating crustal and 

upper-mantle shear velocity structures under the areas of active volcanism on the Arabian 

shield. 

In this study, we make use of a newly acquired seismic dataset, recorded on a 

modern (broadband), permanent seismic network operated by Saudi Geological Survey 

(SGS), to investigate the detailed lithospheric structure of Saudi Arabia. We determine 

crustal and upper-mantle S-wave velocity structure by jointly inverting receiver functions 
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and surface-wave dispersion curves (Julià et al., 2000; 2003). The receiver functions were 

computed from teleseismic P-waveforms recorded by the broadband network, while the 

dispersion curves were extracted from the independent tomographic study of Pasyanos 

(2005). We also estimated bulk Vp/Vs ratios and crustal thicknesses under each station 

using the H-κ stacking technique of Zhu and Kanamori (2000). Our study extends 

previous efforts to map crustal and upper-mantle structures of the Arabian plate (e.g. 

Julià et al., 2003; Tkalčić et al., 2006; Hansen et al., 2007), providing a more 

comprehensive analysis of the velocity structure of Saudi Arabia. 

 

2. Geological and Geophysical Background 

2.1 Geology and Tectonic Setting 

The Arabian plate consists of the western Arabian shield and the eastern Arabian 

platform (Fig. 1). The Arabian shield is mainly composed by six Proterozoic terrains, 

separated by four major ophiolite-bearing suture zones (Schmidt et al., 1979). The six 

major terrains include four western intra-oceanic island-arc terranes (Midyan, Hijaz, 

Jeddah and Asir) and two eastern continental terrains (Afif and Ar Rayn). These micro-

plates were accreted 600-900 million years ago (Stoeser and Camp, 1985), eventually 

making part of a larger Pan-African orogen that crossed supercontinent Gondwana (e.g. 

Kröner & Stern, 2004). Much of the Arabian shield is thus formed by Precambrian rocks, 

although Cenozoic volcanic rocks related to the opening of the Red Sea are present along 

the western part. In contrast, the Arabian platform is covered by predominant Paleozoic, 

Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary rocks. The thickness of these Phanerozoic 
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sediments increases from the west to the east, reaching up to about 8-10 km thickness 

near the Arabian Gulf (Brown, 1972; Stoeser and Camp, 1985). 

The Red Sea started forming when modern Arabia began to separate from Africa, 

approximately 30 Ma (Camp and Roobol, 1992; Bosworth et al., 2005; Garfunkel and 

Beyth, 2006). During this process, periods of both passive and active rifting occurred. 

Passive rifting is initiated by extensional stresses caused by plate motions that stretch and 

thin the lithosphere, which in turn generates an upwelling of hot asthenospheric material 

and volcanism below the rift. Active rifting is due to upwelling of hot mantle material 

that leads to thermal uplift and lithospheric erosion, thus thinning the overlying 

lithosphere. One model of Red Sea evolution invokes a two-stage rifting process in which 

rifting is initiated passively and followed by a period of active rifting (Camp and Roobol, 

1992; Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Daradich et al., 2003). The southern Red Sea (south of 

~21°N) has already evolved into a rifting stage involving seafloor spreading and volcanic 

activity (Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Daradich et al., 2003; Chang et al., 2011; Xu and 

Jonsson, 2014), while the northern Red Sea (north of ~21°N) is interpreted as an active 

rift at the end of its continental stage that is starting to transition into oceanic seafloor 

spreading (Cochran and Martinez, 1988). 

The western margin of the Arabian plate is dotted with evidence of recent 

volcanism expressed in form of extensive lava fields (harrats) reaching from Yemen to 

Syria and Jordan (Fig. 1). The lava fields formed during the past 30 Ma (Camp and 

Roobol, 1992), and are divided into two phases of volcanism: tholeiitic-to-transitional 

(30-20 Ma), paralleling to the Red Sea margin; and transitional-to-alkalic (12 Ma to 

recent), along a more north-south trending. This bimodal character has been attributed to 
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the two-stage rifting process along the Red Sea. There is also active volcanism in western 

Saudi Arabia. The last major surface volcanic eruption occurred in 1256 AD just south of 

the holy city of Medinah (Camp et al., 1987). The last major volcanic event in this region 

dates to early 2009, and occurred in Harrat Lunayyir, a prominent lava field at the 

western margin of the Arabian plate (Fig. 1). This region experienced a volcanic crisis 

with pronounced seismicity, including a mb 5.7 shallow earthquake, and over 30,000 

aftershocks between April and June 2009, triggered by a magmatic dyke intrusion that 

stopped ~2 km beneath the subsurface (Pallister et al., 2010). This volcanic crisis at 

Harrat Lunayyir demonstrates that potentially damaging magmatic processes and 

earthquakes can occur any time, and not only within the rifts, but also along their passive 

margins (Ebinger and Belachew, 2010). 

 

2.2 Previous Geophysical Studies 

Numerous geophysical studies have been conducted to examine the lithospheric 

structure of the Arabian plate. Most early studies focused on the Arabian shield, and were 

based on receiver functions (e.g., Sandvol et al., 1998; Kumar et al., 2002), analysis of 

surface wave recordings (e.g., Mokhtar and Al-Saeed, 1994; Rodgers et al., 1999; 

Mokhtar et al., 2001) as well as seismic refraction surveys (e.g., Mooney et al., 1985; 

Prodehl, 1985; Gettings et al., 1986). In the past decade, Julià et al. (2003) and Tkalčić et 

al. (2006) estimated the lithospheric shear-wave velocity structure by modeling both 

receiver functions and surface wave dispersion curves. For the Arabian shield, Julià et al. 

(2003) inferred a 32-36 km thick crust containing a 10-12 km thick upper crust, a velocity 

gradient between 16 and 22 km depth, and a lower crust with rather constant velocity 
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(~3.8 km/s). They reported a crust-to-mantle transition of 4-12 km thickness, and upper 

mantle S-wave velocities between 4.3 to 4.6 km/s, with some lateral variations in crust 

and upper mantle. Tkalčić et al. (2006) observed rapid crustal thinning of the Arabian 

shield toward the Red Sea, anomalously low upper mantle velocities, and strong 

polarization anisotropy in the lithospheric upper mantle beneath the Arabian shield. Al-

Damegh et al. (2005) reported Moho depths and Vp/Vs ratios for 23 stations within the 

Arabian plate using receiver functions and a slant stacking method. They estimated the 

average crustal thickness to 39 km beneath the Arabian shield, which then thins towards 

the west to ~23 km along the Red Sea coast and ~25 km along the margin of the Aqaba 

Gulf. For the southeastern Arabian platform, they also inferred crustal thicknesses of 41-

53 km, considerably thicker than those (~33-37 km) for the northern Arabian platform. 

The work by Hansen et al. (2007) used S-wave receiver functions to estimate the 

depths to the Moho and the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) for the Arabian 

Peninsula, revealing west-to-east crustal and lithospheric thickening from the Red Sea 

margin to the eastern Arabian shield. Most recently, Chang et al. (2011) and Chang and 

Van der Lee (2011) imaged upper mantle velocity structure beneath Arabia and 

surrounding regions from the joint inversion of a compilation of seismic datasets, which 

included teleseismic S and SKS arrival times, regional S and Rayleigh waveform fits, 

Rayleigh wave group velocities, and independent Moho constraints from receiver 

functions, reflection/refraction profiles, and gravity measurements. One important finding 

from that study is that slow shear velocities at 150 km depth stretch from under the Afar 

depression, through the southern Red Sea, and into western Arabia. More significantly, 

they found a quasi-vertical low velocity anomaly under Jordan that they interpreted as a 
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mantle plume that may be accounting for the volcanism in Jordan, northern Arabia, and 

southern Turkey. 

 

3. Seismic Data and Processing 

3.1 Seismic Data 

In 2008, the Saudi Geological Survey (SGS) began to install a modern permanent 

broadband seismic network across Saudi Arabia, with an average inter-station spacing of 

about 70 km along the western shield and augmented by temporary deployments if 

required by ongoing seismic activity. Applying rigorous data-quality criteria, we use a 

subset of 56 seismic stations (Fig. 2) of the entire station network, of ~130 stations that 

operated at the end of 2012. The station coverage is non-uniform, with high station 

density in western Saudi Arabia, in particular in regions of recent volcanism or areas of 

special interest (Fig. 2, a, b, c), but limited coverage over parts of the Arabian platform 

and in particular in the southeastern desert. 

For the present study, we selected 157 teleseismic events (      ) with 

epicentral distances between 30 and 90 and no prescribed depth range for a five-year 

period between 2008 and 2012. Since not all selected earthquakes were recorded on each 

station, and not each event was recorded with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio at any given 

station, the total number of usable events is typically less than 157 for each site. Figure 3 

illustrates a typical event set, shown here for station TATS (Lat 19.54, Lon 43.48), with 

ray-parameter and back-azimuth for the 135 selected events displayed in a polar diagram.  

Most teleseismic events arrive with back-azimuths between 25° and 110°, and epicentral 

distances between 60 and 90° (hence the ray-parameters between 0.04 and 0.06 s/km), 
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corresponding to sources predominantly in the subduction zones of the western Pacific 

and Eurasian plates. 

 

3.2 Receiver Function Processing 

Receiver functions (RF) are time series calculated by deconvolving the vertical 

component of motion from the corresponding horizontal components. The deconvolution 

removes the signature of the instrument response and the source time functions, leaving 

the near-receiver propagation effects in the deconvolved waveforms (Langston, 1979). 

For a simple layer-over-half space model, RF time series consist of the direct P-wave, the 

P-to-S conversion (Ps) upon refraction across the discontinuity, and two reverberations 

(PpPs and PsPs+PpSs) between the free surface and the discontinuity. The largest 

amplitudes in the RF waveforms are generally associated with the crust-mantle boundary. 

Therefore, modeling the S-P travel-times associated with those amplitudes is commonly 

utilized to constrain crustal thickness and bulk Vp/Vs ratio of the crust (e.g., Zhu and 

Kanamori, 2000). More complex structures involving multiple seismic discontinuities 

complicate the RF waveforms by adding Ps conversions and reverberations due to the 

interaction of the incoming P-wavefront with each discontinuity. Detailed modeling of 

RF waveforms therefore allows us to estimate S-velocity variation with depth under 

recording station (e.g., Owens et al., 1984; Julià et al., 1998). 

Before deconvolution, we cut the waveforms 10 s before and 110 s after the 

teleseismic P-wave arrival, remove the mean, de-trend, taper with a 5% cosine window, 

and band-pass filter the seismograms between 0.05 and 4 Hz to remove low- and high-

frequency noise, respectively. Seismograms were then down-sampled to 10 s.p.s. 
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(samples per second) before rotating the horizontal components into the great-circle path 

to obtain the radial and tangential component seismograms. We computed both radial and 

transverse receiver functions by applying the iterative time-domain deconvolution 

method of Ligorría and Ammon (1999), with 500 iterations. For the computation, we 

low-pass filtered the receiver functions at two overlapping frequency ranges of fc < 0.25 

Hz and fc < 1.25 Hz using an acausal Gaussian filter with width factors of a=2.5 and 

a=1.0, respectively. Higher frequency receiver functions are sensitive to small-scale 

heterogeneities, while lower frequency receiver functions help image larger-scale 

structures. Also, receiver functions with overlapping bandwidths help discriminate rapid 

velocity variations from gradual velocity transitions (Julià, 2007).  

An automatic quality control was applied to the deconvolved waveforms to 

remove receiver functions that did not reproduce at least 85% of the original horizontal 

waveforms when convolved back with the corresponding vertical traces. Additionally, 

transverse receiver functions were visually inspected, and radial receiver functions with 

amplitudes comparable to those of the corresponding transverse receiver function were 

excluded. Large transverse amplitudes may originate from anisotropy and/or laterally 

varying structures (e.g. dipping interfaces) under the station (Ammon et al., 1990), and 

may also be the result of unsuccessful rotation into the great-circle-path. Finally, radial 

receiver functions were visually inspected for stability, and those unstable and/or 

significantly distorted were not used for later analysis.  

Figure 4 displays selected receiver function averages at a Gaussian width of 2.5 

for the 56 stations. For most stations, the radial receiver functions display clear Ps 

conversions and multiples due to the Moho discontinuity. Also, the transverse receiver 
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functions reveal comparatively small amplitudes, indicating that the medium underlying 

most of the Arabian plate is nearly isotropic and laterally homogenous. However, a 

number of stations, such as ASYS, BOQS, HAQS, HQLS, and RSHS, display large 

amplitudes in the transverse receiver functions, comparable to those observed in the 

corresponding radial components. Although we chose to perform a 1D modeling of the 

medium underlying those stations, the effects of lateral variations due to 3D velocity 

structures when interpreting the corresponding S-wave velocity models should be kept in 

mind. 

 

4. Receiver Function Analysis 

Receiver functions were analyzed using two standard receiver function techniques 

that provide information on crustal structure under the recording stations. First, the H- 

stacking procedure of Zhu and Kanamori (2000) was utilized to derive estimates of bulk 

Vp/Vs () ratio and crustal thickness (H) under each station. Subsequently, we inverted 

the radial receiver functions jointly with fundamental-mode Rayleigh-wave group 

velocities from an independent tomographic study (Pasyanos, 2005) to develop 1D 

velocity-depth profiles that constrain the detailed S-velocity variation with depth. 

 

4.1 H- Stacking Analysis 

Zhu and Kanamori (2000) developed a receiver function stacking technique that 

provides point estimates of bulk Vp/Vs ratio () and crustal thickness (H) below a 

seismic station. The “H- stacking” approach constructs a stacking surface by adding 

receiver function amplitudes along S-P travel-times curves for a range of crustal models 
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that are assumed to consist of a single layer over a half-space. The amplitudes are thus 

stacked along phase move-out curves for the Ps, PpPs and PpSs+PsPs phases for each 

possible pair of H and  within pre-defined ranges and at regular intervals. The H- 

stacking surface can be expressed as 

                                                                     (1)  

In Eq. 1,      is the amplitude of the receiver function at the time  ,   runs from 1 to the 

total number of receiver functions at a given site, and    are a priori weights such that 

     . Note that the negative polarity of the PpSs+PsPs phase is accounted for 

through the negative sign before the corresponding weight. An approximate average 

crustal P-velocity has to be assumed before the stacking, in order to compute the S-P 

travel-times that make up the phase move-out curves. If the true model under the station 

can be well approximated by a layer-over-half space model, then the expression for 

       (Eq. 1) will display a single maximum for values of crustal thickness H and 

Vp/Vs ratio  that coincide with the actual values beneath the station. For more 

complicated structures, the H- stacking surface may display multiple maxima that 

correspond to other intra-crustal discontinuities or to artifacts from combining P-to-S 

conversions from different discontinuities. 

We apply the algorithm developed by Zhu and Kanamori (2000) to estimate the 

Vp/Vs ratio and crustal thickness for 56 seismic stations in Saudi Arabia (Fig. 2). We 

choose values for   ,    and    as 0.4, 0.3 and 0.3 for most of the stations, respectively, 

in order to give similar weight to the P-to-S conversions. However, if the multiple 

reflected phases are not clearly visible in the receiver functions, we modify the default 

weights to be 0.5, 0.5, 0 or 0.5, 0, 0.5. We apply an average P-wave speed of 6.5 km/s in 
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our analysis (Christensen and Mooney, 1995), and estimate the standard deviation of the 

H and  by generating 200 bootstrap replications (Efron and Tibshirani, 1991). An 

example of H- stacking analysis for station ARSS is displayed in Figure 5. 

 

4.2 Joint Inversion with Surface-Wave Dispersion 

Because the H- stacking method provides only crustal thickness and bulk Vp/Vs 

ratio for a given site, we apply the joint inversion of receiver function and surface-wave 

dispersion to constrain velocity-depth profiles under the stations. Both receiver function 

and surface-wave dispersion are mainly sensitive to S-wave velocity, but constrain 

different features of the velocity-depth profiles. Receiver functions constrain the velocity 

contrast across the discontinuities and the S-P travel times between the discontinuity and 

the surface, while dispersion measurements control absolute S-velocity averages within 

frequency-dependent depth-ranges. In the ideal case of noise-free observations, jointly 

inverting receiver functions and dispersion measurements uniquely constrains S-velocity 

variations with depth (Julià et al., 2000; 2003), thus reducing the dependence on the 

starting model that characterizes receiver function inversion (Ammon et al., 1990). 

Here, we estimate shear-wave velocity structure for the crust and uppermost 

mantle of Saudi Arabia by jointly inverting receiver functions and fundamental mode 

Rayleigh-wave group velocities (period range 10 s to 100 s). Dispersion curves for each 

station were extracted from the tomographic study of Pasyanos (2005). This study 

measured quality fundamental-mode group velocities along 30,000 Rayleigh wave and 

20,000 Love wave paths for periods between 7 and 100 s, and reported lateral variations 

of group velocity across Eurasia and North Africa. The tomographic results were reported 
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in 1 x 1 cells, although the average resolution was around 4 x 4 (50 s period Rayleigh 

wave) according to their checkerboard tests. We utilized only Rayleigh wave dispersion 

because Love wave dispersion had poorer resolution. 

The joint inversion scheme follows the approach described in Julià et al. (2000, 

2003). The system of equations to be inverted is given by  

                        

   

       

  
 

    

   

       

 
 

   

   

       

 
 

     

 
 
 
 

                   (2) 

In Eq. 2,    and    are the residual dispersion curve and the residual receiver function, 

   and    are the partial derivative matrices corresponding to the dispersion and receiver 

function measurements, respectively.    is the starting model, and   is a matrix that 

contains the second difference of the velocity model  . The smoothness parameter   

controls the trade-off between fitting the observations and model smoothness and is 

chosen by trial and error after inspecting the stability of the inverted velocity-depth 

profiles. The influence parameter   (0     1) controls the balance between fitting 

receiver functions and fitting dispersion curves, which is set to be 0.5 in our study to give 

similar weight to each dataset.   is a diagonal weighting matrix for a pre-defined 

velocity model contained in   . The matrices of partial derivatives and the vectors of 

residuals are normalized to equalize for the different number of data points and physical 

units in the data sets. 

For each station, we first group receiver functions according to back-azimuth and 

ray-parameter, and then average the receiver functions within each group at two different 

Gaussian widths. Maximum variations in back-azimuth and ray-parameter are usually 

less than 10° and 0.01 s/km, respectively. Subsequently, the receiver function averages 
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within a given group are jointly inverted with the dispersion curve separately, in order to 

obtain a shear-wave velocity model (single-group joint inversion) for each particular 

group. Finally, a joint inversion utilizing all receiver function averages and the same 

dispersion curve are conducted, which provides an average S-wave velocity model (all-

group joint inversion) for a given station. In general, we observed that six iterations are 

sufficient to achieve convergence. We obtain approximate confidence bounds for the 

average velocity model by calculating the standard deviations from the single-group joint 

inversion models. Most importantly, by comparing the single-group inversion models, we 

can detect lateral variations in structure around a given station. 

The starting model was parameterized as a stack of thin layers of constant 

thickness and variable S-velocity. Layer thicknesses are 2.5 km at crustal and uppermost 

mantle levels, and then progressively increase to 5 km at lithospheric mantle levels and 

10 km at larger depths. P-velocity is calculated from S-velocity by assuming an a priori 

Vp/Vs ratio for each layer, and density is obtained from P-velocity by using an empirical 

relationship for crustal rocks (Berteussen, 1977). The starting model consists of a 40 km 

thick crust with a gradual increase in shear wave velocity from 3.4 to 4.0 km/s, overlying 

an uppermost mantle with velocities around 4.5 km/s down to ~180 km depth. The 

bottom portion of the starting model follows a flattened PREM (Dziewonski and 

Anderson, 1980) and is parameterized down to ~400 km depth. Note, however, that 

although we parameterize the starting model down to transition zone levels, we only 

invert for S-velocity structure for the top 180 km. The bottom portion of the model is 

constrained to keep PREM velocity values during the inversion, in order to account for 
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the partial sensitivity of long-period dispersion velocity to deep structure (Julià et al., 

2003).  

Figure 6 illustrates the joint inversion procedure for station ENMS, located in the 

Asir terrane, the southern portion of the Arabian shield. Here, six receiver function 

groups were formed with average back-azimuths between 37 and 106 and average ray-

parameters between 0.042 and 0.060 s/km. Thus, six shear-velocity models from single-

group joint inversions and one average S-velocity model from an all-group joint inversion 

were obtained. As expected, predicted data match the observations slightly better for the 

single-group joint inversions. Generally, the models from the single-group inversions are 

quite similar to the average model from the all-group inversion, suggesting little to no 

presence of azimuthal variations in structure. Some small non-matched features are due 

to small-scale lateral variations in structure. 

 

5. Crustal and Upper-Mantle Structure of Saudi Arabia 

In this section, we first present the H- stacking results, and then describe our 

joint inversion models. Our findings are then compared to those from independent studies 

to draw a detailed interpretation of the large-scale crustal and uppermost mantle structure 

in Saudi Arabia. 

 

5.1 H- Stacking Results 

Table 1 shows the list of the estimated crustal thickness H and bulk Vp/Vs ratio  

for each station (including weights and standard deviations). Estimations (Fig. 7) from H-

 stacking show that the crustal thickness in Saudi Arabia ranges between 18.4 and 47.6 
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km, while Vp/Vs ratio ranges between 1.61 and 2.03. The Arabian shield has, on average, 

thinner crust (~33.2±6.8 km) than the Arabian platform (~42.4±5.6 km), while their 

average Vp/Vs ratios are similar (~1.73±0.07; ~1.77±0.09). 

Splitting the stations by terrane, we find that station YNBS, located in the Hijaz 

terrane along the Red Sea coast, displays a thinner crust of 25.0±0.4 km and Vp/Vs ratio 

of 1.90±0.03. In the Jeddah terrane, eight stations (FRJS, JEDS, MDRS, FDAS, SHMS, 

SHRS, LBNS, and FRAS) exhibit an average crustal thickness of about 33.0±4.4 km, 

within an average Vp/Vs ratio 1.71±0.05. Also, stations LTHS, RYNS, BLJS, NAMS, 

ENMS, TATS, DJNS, and DRBS report an average crustal thickness of 37.2±8.7 km and 

an average Vp/Vs of 1.74±0.08 under the Asir terrane. In the Afif terrane, station ARSS 

and AFFS reveal an average crustal thickness of ~36.8±2.3 km, with a Vp/Vs ratio ~1.76. 

In the Midyan terrane, three stations (DBAS, WJHS, and BIDS), the average crustal 

thickness is, 31.3±4.4 km, with average Vp/Vs ratio 1.68±0.02. Around the Gulf of 

Aqaba, stations HQLS, HAQS, RSHS, and JLOS show an average crustal thickness of 

29.5±7.0 km with an average Vp/Vs ratio 1.75±0.05.   

Harrat Lunayyir, sampled by ten stations (LN01, LN02, LN03, LN04, LN05, 

LN08, LN10, LN11, LN12, and LNYS), is located on the ophiolite-bearing Yanbu suture 

zone between the Midyan and Hijaz terrane. H- stacking analysis reveals its average 

crustal thickness is 33.4±1.8 km with an average Vp/Vs 1.79±0.11. Station UMJS, 

located on the Red Sea margin near the Harrat Lunayyir, displays thinner crust 

(~25.2±0.3 km) and lower Vp/Vs (~1.65±0.01). Station KBRS samples the volcanic area 

of Harrat Khaybar, showing 35.1±0.3 km thick crust and a 1.74±0.02 Vp/Vs ratio. 

Stations RH01, RH02, RH03, RH04, RH05, RH06, RH07, RH08, RH09, RH11, and 
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RH13 indicate an average crustal thickness of 34.1±2.5 km and an average Vp/Vs = 

around 1.77±0.07 in the northern Harrat Rahat (around Medinah). Note that although 

crustal thickness under Harrat Lunayyir is similar to the shield average, the average 

Vp/Vs ratio is slightly higher.  

H- stacking results at some stations (e.g., LN11, RH05, YNBS, LTHS, RSHS, 

and SLWS), however, might be questionable. Several factors may result in poor H- 

stacking estimates. First, the Moho may not be a well-defined discontinuity but a 

gradational crust-mantle transition. In this case, the pulse widths of the RF phases 

increase while their amplitudes decrease (Cassidy 1992; Ligorría 2000; Julià and Mejía 

2004), such that multiply reflected phases are contaminated and even masked by the 

scattered waves. In H- stacking, at least two of the three phases need to be identified, 

otherwise the stacking procedure will fail due to missing phases. In addition, 

reverberations from a secondary interface in the crust may contaminate the Moho Ps 

conversion. For instance, multiples due to thick sediments may overlap with the Moho Ps 

phase, causing a time shift of the Ps peak. Finally, the H- stacking is based on the 

hypothesis of a sub-horizontal Moho interface and an isotropic, laterally homogeneous 

medium (Zhu and Kanamori, 2000). Thus, the stacking method may fail in tectonically 

complex areas, such as regions of a dipping Moho or regions composed of anisotropic 

and/or inhomogeneous media. Nonetheless, the H- stacking technique is a useful 

approach to obtain stable initial estimates of crustal thickness and Vp/Vs ratio. 

 

5.2 Joint Inversion Results 
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In this section, we discuss the joint inversion models (Fig. 8). For each velocity-

depth profile, we divide the crust into upper and lower crust. Table 2 provides the 

average shear velocities and thicknesses of upper and lower crust, as well as upper-

mantle lid velocities. In general, the velocity-depth profiles obtained in our study show 

clearly the crustal and upper mantle structures. 

 

5.2.1 Arabian Shield 

The majority of the stations analyzed in the study sample the Arabian shield, 

where Precambrain rocks are dominant. Stations RH01, RH02, RH03, RH04, RH05, 

RH06, RH07, RH08, RH09, RH11, RH13, KBRS, and YNBS (Fig. 8) are in the Hijaz 

terrane. Based on our joint inversion model, YNBS indicates a ~32.5 km crust, in 

agreement with the ~31.6 km of Al-Damegh et al. (2005) obtained by H- stacking, but 

different than the estimated ~28 km of Tkalčić et al. (2006) and Hansen et al. (2007). In 

addition, at YNBS, Vs is ~3.56 km/s in the upper crust, down to 12.5 km depth, and 

~4.14 km/s in the lower crust (~20 km thick) down to Moho depth (Table 2). The 

remaining stations located in regions of the Cenozoic volcanism (Harrat Rahat and 

Khaybar) are discussed in section 5.2.3. 

Stations FRJS, JEDS, SHMS, LBNS, MDRS, FDAS, SHRS, and FRAS (Fig. 8a) 

are located in the Jeddah terrane. The four stations including FRJS, JEDS, SHMS, and 

LBNS, are closer to the Red Sea margin and may therefore be affected by the transition 

from oceanic to continental crust. Thus, their corresponding inverted models display a 

thinner crust (~27.5-32.5 km) divided into a 10.0 km thick upper crust with smaller shear 

velocities ~3.24-3.53 km/s and a 17.5-22.5 km thick lower crust with shear velocities 
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~4.02-4.15 km/s (Table 2). In contrast, station MDRS, FDAS, SHRS, and FRAS are 

characterized by a 35.0-40.0 km thick crust, with Vs ~3.57-3.66 km/s in the upper crust 

down to 10.0-12.5 km depths, and Vs ~4.01-4.09 km/s in the lower crust down to Moho 

depths (Table 2). 

Stations LTHS, RYNS, BLJS, NAMS, ENMS, TATS, DJNS, and DRBS (Fig. 8b) 

are situated in the Asir terrane. These stations, except LTHS, reveal a 37.5-45.0 km thick 

crust divided into a roughly 3.3-3.5 km/s upper crust down to 10.0-15.0 km depths and a 

3.77-3.89 km/s lower crust (22.5-30.0 km thick) down to the Moho discontinuity (Table 

2). Our joint inversion results for station BLJS and NAMS are consistent with models of 

Tkalčić et al. (2006). Both models show similar crustal thicknesses and similar S-wave 

velocity increase across the Moho. Al-Damegh et al. (2005) reported the crustal thickness 

is 38.0 km beneath BLJS, 41.6 km beneath NAMS, 40.0 km under TATS, and 43.5 km 

under DJNS, in agreement with our velocity models. Hansen et al. (2007), utilizing S-

wave receiver function, obtained crustal thicknesses of ~35 km at station BLJS, ~45 km 

at DJNS, ~41.5 km at TATS, consistent with our results. Station LTHS, located on the 

Red Sea coast, shows thinner crust (~27.5 km), consistent with the estimate (~27 km) of 

Hansen et al. (2007), but larger than the ~22.2 km inferred by Al-Damegh et al. (2005). 

Furthermore, we find smaller upper-mantle lid shear velocities (~4.29-4.39 km/s) at these 

stations except BLJS.  

Station ARSS and AFFS (Fig. 8b) are within the Afif terrane. Their velocity 

models display a 35.0-37.5 km thick crust consisting of a 12.5 km thick upper crust and a 

22.5-25.0 km thick lower crust (Table 2). Furthermore, a high shear-velocity anomaly 

between 2.5 and 7.5 km depth is imaged in the models. Generally, our inversion models 
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at ARSS and AFFS are consistent with the results of Tkalčić et al. (2006). Both models 

reveal similar lower crustal structures and similar crustal thicknesses. However, our 

results indicate somewhat higher shear velocities in the upper crust (~0-7.5 km). The 

crustal thickness (~37.5 km) under ARSS inferred by our models is close to the result 

(~39.5 km) of Al-Damegh et al. (2005) as well as the value (~36 km) from Hansen et al. 

(2007).  

The Midyan terrane is sampled by stations DBAS, WJHS, and BIDS (Fig. 8c), 

and consists of an upper crust of Vs ~3.28-3.39 km/s down to 12.5 km depth and a lower 

crust of Vs ~3.83-3.89 km/s down to Moho depths (Table 2). A thinner crust (~27.5-30.0 

km) is observed underneath stations DBAS and WJHS that are situated on the margin of 

Red Sea. Station BIDS indicates a 35.0 km thick crust and a potential low shear velocity 

zone at 22.5-30.0 km depths in the lower crust. In addition, the three stations show 

smaller shear velocities (4.20-4.40 km/s) of the upper-mantle lid in this area. 

Stations HQLS, HAQS, RSHS, and JLOS are located around the Gulf of Aqaba. 

HQLS, HAQS, and RSHS (Fig. 8c) display a thinner crust (~27.5-32.5 km) with average 

crustal shear velocity of 3.48-3.51 km/s (Table 2). Moreover, they infer smaller upper-

mantle lid velocities (~4.15-4.29 km/s). The crustal thickness (~32.5 km) at station 

HAQS inferred by our inverted models is quite similar to the estimate (~33 km) of 

Hansen et al. (2007), but seems a little larger than the value (~26.5 km) obtained by Al-

Damegh et al. (2005). Station RSHS is more complicated. Two separate inverted models 

(RSHSne and RSHSse) were needed to match receiver functions with back-azimuths 

between 34°E and 66°E and 82°E and 105°E, respectively. The two models reveal 

significant differences in the velocity-depth profiles, which reflect laterally varying 
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structures around the station. Station JLOS reveals a 35.0 km thick crust consisting of a 

3.20 km/s upper crust down to 12.5 km depth and a 3.76 km/s lower crust down to Moho 

depths (Table 2).  

 

5.2.2 Arabian Platform 

Stations BTHS, SLWS, BOQS, KFJS, and ASYS (Fig. 8d) sample the eastern 

Arabian platform. The corresponding inverted models define a three-layer structure 

consisting of a top layer of 2.53-3.09 km/s down to 10.0-12.5 km depths, an intermediate 

layer with average velocity around 3.48-3.72 km/s down to 27.5-40.0 km depths, and a 

bottom layer of 4.05-4.21 km/s down to 40.0-45.0 km depths (Table 2). The crust is 

roughly 40.0-45.0 km thick. The expected sediments underneath the stations are imaged 

as well. Previous geophysical studies (Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Hansen et al., 2007) had 

reported crustal thickness of ~41.2-41.5 km for a station HASS (Lat 25.19, Lon 49.69) 

which is not included in our work but located in the eastern Arabian platform near our 

stations BOQS (~45.0 km) and SLWS (~42.5 km).  

Stations TBKS and QLBS (Fig. 8d) are situated on the northwestern Arabian 

Peninsula, sampling the Paleozoic sediments of the Arabian plate. They reveal a 35.0 km 

thick crust divided into an upper crust of 3.23-3.27 km/s down to 12.5-15.0 km depths 

and a lower crust of 3.75-3.77 km/s down to Moho depths (Table 2). Also, the expected 

sedimentary layer (~2.5 km) is observed in our joint inversion models. The crustal 

thickness (~35.0 km) at station TBKS indicated by our model is in good agreement with 

the results 34.4 km, 35km reported by Al-Damegh et al. (2005) and Hansen et al. (2007). 
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5.2.3 Cenozoic Volcanic Areas 

In this study, the volcanic area, Harrat Lunayyir, is sampled by ten seismic 

stations (LN01, LN02, LN03, LN04, LN05, LN08, LN10, LN11, LN12, and LNYS) (Fig. 

8e). The corresponding velocity-depth profiles obtained from the joint inversion indicate 

a 35.0-37.5 km thick crust divided into an upper crust of 3.55-3.66 km/s down to ~12.5 

km depth and a lower crust of 4.00-4.08 km/s down to Moho depths beneath this region 

(Table 2). The upper-mantle lid shear velocities are within 4.49-4.64 km/s range. Station 

UMJS, located on the Red Sea coast near the Harrat Lunayyir area, displays a thinner 

crust (~25.0 km) that is perhaps due to the transition from oceanic to continental crust.      

Eleven stations RH01, RH02, RH03, RH04, RH05, RH06, RH07, RH08, RH09, 

RH11, and RH13 (Fig. 8f) are situated in the northern Harrat Rahat. Their inverted 

models infer a two-layer crust with an upper layer of 3.53-3.68 km/s down to around 7.5-

15.0 km depths and a lower layer of 3.86-4.03 km/s down to 32.5-37.5 km depths (Table 

2). The shear velocities of upper-mantle lid are within 4.44-4.64 km/s range. In addition, 

station RH05 displays a more complicated velocity structure than the adjacent sites. A 

low velocity zone (LVZ) around 22.5-30 km depths is overlain by a fast velocity anomaly 

at roughly 17.5-22.5 km depths under RH05.  

The volcanic field of Harrat Khaybar is sampled just by station KRBS (Fig. 8f). 

Its inverted model reveals a simple two-layer crust consisting of a ~10.0 km thick upper 

crust of 3.41 km/s and a lower crust of 3.85 km/s down to 35.0 km depth (Table 2). The 

upper-mantle lid shear velocity beneath KBRS is roughly 4.44 km/s. The velocity-depth 

profile obtained by our joint inversion is consistent with the modeling result of Tkalčić et 

al. (2006). Also, the crustal thickness (~35.0 km) indicated by our model is similar to the 
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estimate (~35.2 km) of Al-Damegh et al. (2005). Hansen et al. (2007) (~23 km) seems to 

underestimate the crustal thickness for station KBRS. 

 

5.3 Comparison between H- Stacking Results and Inverted Models 

We compare the H- analysis results to the joint inversion models (Fig. 8, 9). In 

figure 8, the horizontal dashed black bars infer the crustal thicknesses from the H- 

analysis. The vertical dashed black lines mean the corresponding crustal shear velocities 

based on the assumed crustal P velocity (6.5 km/s) and the Vp/Vs ratios obtained by the 

H- analysis, thus, the velocities can be considered as average crustal shear velocities 

from H- stacking. Figure 9 displays the comparison between crustal thicknesses from 

joint inversion and those from H- stacking approach. For a few stations, we find that 

crustal thickness estimated from H- stacking is almost identical to corresponding 

measurements inferred from the joint inversion. Also, for some stations, crustal 

thicknesses from H- stacking are slightly thicker or thinner than the thickness from the 

joint inversion, but always within one layer thickness. Furthermore, for stations at which 

the Moho is a gradational transition (e.g., LN05), the estimated crustal thickness from the 

H- stacking usually coincides with the top of the crust-mantle transition in the joint 

inversion models. The coincidence occurs because the reverberations (PpPs, PsPs+PpSs) 

are reflected at the top of the gradational Moho interface.  

Generally, we find that the average crustal shear velocities from H- stacking 

seem to be a reasonable average for the inverted velocity-depth profiles for most of the 

stations. Exceptions include stations LN01, LN02, LN04, LN08, LN10, LN11, RH01, 

RH05, YNBS, and LTHS, which show slow average crustal S-velocities from H- 
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stacking when compared to the velocity-depth profiles. We have re-assessed the H- 

stacking analysis at those stations with large discrepancies by using the average velocity 

from the joint inversion. The assumed crustal P-velocity is set to be the product of the 

average crustal S-velocity from joint inversion and the Vp/Vs ratio from H- stacking. 

For LN01, LN02, LN04, LN08, LN10, LN11, RH01, and YNBS, the Vp/Vs ratios are 

stable, and the crustal thicknesses from H- stacking with the increased crustal P-velocity 

better match the estimations from joint inversion, as expected. Therefore, we claim the 

discrepancies at those stations result from the underestimated crustal P-velocity (6.5 

km/s). For station RH05 and LTHS, the Vp/Vs ratios are also stable, however, the crustal 

thicknesses are still far from overlapping with those inferred from joint inversion within 

confidence bounds. Note that RH05 has a complex structure, thus, it is possible that 

interference with secondary P-to-S conversion from intra-crustal discontinuities affects 

the results. Station LTHS has a very gradational velocity increase down to Moho depths 

without apparent velocity contrast, which will generate quite weak reverberations and 

thus result in unreliable H- stacking analysis. 

 

5.4 Crustal Structure Variation 

Our inverted models (Fig. 8) display detailed shear-wave velocity variations 

beneath the respective seismic stations. To further visualize the results, we project the 

velocity structures along three cross sections AA’, BB’ and CC’ (Fig. 2). The cross 

section profile AA’ (Fig. 10a) infers a rapid increase in crustal thickness from the Red 

Sea coast to the Arabian shield. According to the joint inversion results, the crustal 

thickness under station YNBS is approximately 32.5 km, while the neighboring stations 
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at Harrat Lunayyir have roughly 35.0-37.5 km thick crust. The cross section BB’ (Fig. 

10b) reveals a similar structure between the Red Sea margin and the Arabian shield. 

Station LTHS at the coastline has roughly 27.5 km thick crust, while the Moho beneath 

FRAS is already ~40 km deep. These observations can be viewed as the evidence of the 

rapid transition from oceanic to continental crust, in agreement with previous studies 

(Kumar et al., 2002; Al-Damegh et al., 2005; Tkalčić et al., 2006). Furthermore, from the 

profile AA’, we find remarkable crustal thickening from the Arabian shield to the 

Arabian platform. The stations on the Arabian platform, ASYS and KFJS, reveal ~45.0 

km thick crust, considerably thicker than that (~35.0-37.5 km) estimated for the northern 

Arabian shield. On the other hand, we do not find strong evidence for crustal thickening 

from the profile BB’. The crustal thicknesses underneath BTHS and SLWS are ~40.0-

42.5 km, similar to ~37.5-42.5 km below the southern Arabian shield.  

The profile CC’ (Fig. 10c) displays the tendency of the crustal thickness variation 

from the northern (Gulf of Aqaba) to the southern (Asir terrane) Arabian shield 

paralleling to the Red Sea. On the cross section CC’, we did not include the stations 

(RSHS, DBAS, WJHS, UMJS, YNBS, FRJS, JEDS, SHMS, LBNS, LTHS, and DRBS) 

on the Red Sea margin. We find that crustal thicknesses are on the order of 32.5-35.0 km 

around the Aqaba Gulf and Midyan terrane, ~35.0-37.5 km under the Harrat Lunayyir 

and Rahat, within 35.0-40.0 km range below the Jeddah terrane, about 37.5-45.0 km 

underneath the Asir terrane, increasing from north to south. Bosworth et al. (2005) stated 

that the Red Sea rifting began at the southern area by ~27.5-23.8 Ma and then spread 

rapidly over the entire Red Sea. Note that the southern Red Sea has evolved into a rifting 

stage during which new lithosphere is being produced at the spreading axis (Chang et al., 
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2011), while the northern area is either in the period of transition to oceanic seafloor 

spreading (Cochran and Martinez, 1988) or in the early stage of seafloor spreading. Thus, 

we interpret that the crustal thickening from northern to southern Arabian shield parallel 

to Red Sea as being due to varying maturity of the opening along the Red Sea.  

 

6. Implications for Cenozoic Evolution 

The most important geophysical signatures extracted from our results are the 

pattern of upper-mantle lid shear velocities on the Arabian shield and the large Vp/Vs 

ratio under the Cenozoic volcanic area of Harrat Lunayyir. In the following, we discuss 

the possible factors that account for the velocity pattern and higher Vp/Vs ratio of Harrat 

Lunayyir as well as the implications for the Cenozoic Volcanism of western Arabia.  

 

6.1. Heating of the Lithosphere 

Previous geophysical studies (e.g., Julià et al., 2003; Tkalčić et al., 2006) pointed 

out slower shear velocities in the upper mantle beneath the Arabian shield. Our 

measurements confirm these observations. Furthermore, we find that the upper-mantle lid 

shear-velocities near the Afar plume underneath the southern Arabian shield (and the 

velocities near the hypothesized Jordan plume, close to the Gulf of Aqaba and under the 

northern shield) are lower than those beneath the central shield (Fig. 11a).  

To further investigate this velocity pattern and relate it to independent 

geophysical/geologic data, we estimate the mantle lid temperature beneath each station. 

We use the first-order Taylor expansion of the pressure-temperature dependence of the 

shear-wave speed,  
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                                (3)  

In Eq. 3,    is the observed S-velocity of mantle lid,   is pressure and   is temperature. 

This expression relates velocity at a given pressure and temperature with a reference 

velocity at pressure    and temperature    through the partial derivitives        and 

      . Assuming that the dominant rock type for the upper mantle lid is peridotite, the 

estimates for the reference velocity and partial derivatives can be taken from Kern and 

Richter (1981). The reference velocity at pressure          and temperature       

is                   , while the pressure and temperature derivatives for S-

velocity       ,        are                          and           

          , respectively. Pressure can be estimated as:  

                                                                                                                             (4) 

where   is the layer number;    is the density from the corresponding inverted model; the 

acceleration of gravity         ;    is layer thickness. Estimating the lid S-velocity 

as a 3-layer average within the mantle lid portion of our velocity-depth profiles, we 

obtain mantle lid temperature and its corresponding uncertainty (Fig. 11b) for each 

station.  

Figure 11b reveals significant lateral variation in mantle lid temperature. The 

southern part of the shield close to the Afar plume (and the northern part near the 

hypothesized Jordan plume) is characterized by higher upper-mantle lid temperatures - 

corresponding to the lower shear velocities of the mantle lid, compared to temperatures 

inferred under the central shield. Our temperature pattern is consistent with inferences 

from mantle xenoliths (McGuire, 1988), which suggest higher upper-mantle temperature 

under Harrat al Birk in the southern Arabian shield compared to samples from the 
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northern harrats. We interpret this pattern as a result of lateral heating by thermal 

conduction from a mantle upwelling under Afar (and, perhaps, Jordan) towards the 

central shield. 

 

6.2. Origin of Cenozoic Volcanism 

Another important finding in our study is the presence of a higher bulk Vp/Vs 

ratio beneath Harrat Lunayyir when compared to average shield values. A significant 

number of stations in this region are characterized by a Vp/Vs ratio of roughly 1.80 as 

obtained from the H- stacking analysis (see Table 1). Based on our temperature pattern, 

the upper-mantle lid is not especially hot below this harrat, which precludes temperature 

as an explanation for this anomalous value. In addition, laboratory experiments on rock 

samples demonstrate that the Vp/Vs ratio is rather insensitive to temperature (Christensen, 

1996). Another possibility is the presence of partial melt. In 2009, Harrat Lunayyir 

experienced a seismic swarm, caused by the intrusion of an ~10 km long, NW trending 

dyke, extending from ~2 km below the subsurface down to 8-10 km depth (Pallister et al., 

2010), which may support this hypothesis. Interestingly, however, S-velocities in the 

lower crust under Harrat Lunayyir are relatively high, about 4.0-4.1 km/s, with respect to 

average shield values (see Table 2). Recall that Hansen et al. (2013) reported relatively 

high P-velocities below 10 km depth under this harrat, which were interpreted as 

solidified magma from previous volcanic episodes. If this interpretation is correct, then 

the high Vp/Vs ratios would reflect a compositional anomaly, rather than the presence of 

partial melt. The magma sources feeding the recent volcanic eruptions are preferentially 

located in the lithospheric mantle under the harrat. 
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The deep-source origin for the Cenozoic volcanism in the Arabian shield is 

consistent with models of lateral flow from the Afar and (possibly) Jordan plumes. 

According to the models, upwelling mantle material flows radially out of the Afar (and, 

perhaps, the Jordan) plume and flooding the bottom of the Arabian shield's lithosphere 

(Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Chang et al., 2011). We speculate that the lateral flow heats 

the bottom of the shield’s lithosphere, triggering localized melts in the lower lithosphere 

that raise by buoyancy forces vertically to the surface on a local scale (perhaps, through 

zones of crustal weakness). Because we did not find marked high temperatures in the 

uppermost mantle lid, the magma ascent may have happened adiabatically, resulting in 

surface volcanism and/or intra-crustal dike intrusions that do not have time to heat the 

mantle lid significantly. Adiabatic ascent of magma diapirs through thin lithosphere was 

also proposed for a Neogene volcanic zone in southeastern Iberia (Julià et al., 2005). 

 

7. Conclusions    

We have reported crustal thicknesses and bulk Vp/Vs ratios for the Arabian plate 

utilizing H- stacking analysis as well as the S-wave velocity-depth profiles by jointly 

modeling P-wave receiver functions and surface wave dispersion curves for 56 

broadband seismic stations in Saudi Arabia. Our results are consistent with but expand 

previous geophysical studies, and help to improve the understanding of geodynamical 

processes operating in the region. In particular, our measurements show high Vp/Vs 

ratios at Harrat Lunayyir, which likely result from old dyke intrusions in the region. Also, 

three large-scale cross sections document significant lateral variations of shear velocity 

structures across Arabia. Combining our velocity estimates for the upper-mantle lid with 
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laboratory measurements on dominant upper mantle rocks, we have developed maps of 

lateral shear velocity and temperature variation in the upper-mantle lid under Arabian 

shield. The patterns indicate that the southern (and northern) portion of the Arabian shield 

is characterized by lower shear velocities and higher temperatures across the upper-

mantle lid. We interpret these spatial patterns as the result of thermal conduction from a 

mantle upwelling below Afar (and, perhaps, Jordan). Additionally, we speculate that the 

surface volcanism and/or dyke intrusion in the western Arabia are due to small-scale 

adiabatic ascent of magma diapirs. Overall, our detailed analysis of receiver functions 

and surface-wave dispersion measurements for a dense broadband seismic network 

provides important data and insight to better understand Earth structure and geodynamics 

of the region. 
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Figure 1 

 

Figure 1. Geographic map of the Arabian plate and surrounding regions, showing also the 

major geologic features of six accreted terranes (Miyan terrane, Hijiaz terrane, Jeddah 

terrane, Asir terrane, Afif terrane and Ar-rayn terrane), and areas of volcanic activity in 

the last 12 million years. 
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Figure 2 

 

Figure 2. Distribution of seismic stations used in this study. Insets a, b, and c display sub-

arrays for Harrat Lunayyir, Harrat Rahat and Jeddah area that are studied in more detail. 

Thick black lines indicate three cross sections discussed in Figure 10. 
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Figure 3 

 

Figure 3. Back-azimuth and ray-parameter coverage for station TATS, showing the P-

wave teleseismic earthquake sources. The angular coordinate corresponds to the back-

azimuth in steps of 30, while the radial coordinate denotes to the ray-parameter in steps 

of 0.025 s/km. The total number of events for TATS available in this study is 135. 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 4 (continued) 
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Figure 4. Selected receiver function averages at Gaussian width of 2.5 for the 56 seismic 

stations. Both radial and transverse receiver functions are included. The black lines 

indicate the average receiver functions. The gray shades infer the confidence bounds of 

the receiver functions for each station. The number of receiver functions, average back-

azimuth with variation (°), and average ray-parameter with variation (s/km) are shown in 

each panel. 
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Figure 5 

 

Figure 5. Receiver function H- stacking at station ARSS, showing the color-coded 

misfit surface (left) and a set of receiver functions (right), for which the theoretical onset 

times of Ps and two multiples (red lines) are marked for the best-fitting values of H = 

38.4 km, and  = 1.76. The corresponding back-azimuth and epicentral distance for each 

receiver function are shown. The inversion also reports the standard deviations of H and 
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Figure 6 

 

Figure 6. Joint inversion for station ENMS. The top, middle, and bottom panels in each 

column show receiver functions, Rayleigh wave dispersion group velocities, and shear 

velocity models. Observations are displayed as black lines (receiver functions) and open 

triangles (Rayleigh wave dispersion curve). Each receiver function panel contains a 

different receiver function group (according to back-azimuth and ray-parameter), while 

the observed dispersion curves are the same in each panel. Values in each receiver 

function panel denote the number of receiver functions, average back-azimuth with 

variation, and average ray-parameter with variation (s/km) for both low and high 

frequencies, respectively. The gray shades indicate the confidence bounds of each 

receiver function group. Predictions from the single-group joint inversions are shown as 

blue lines, and predictions from the all-group joint inversion are plotted as red lines for 
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both receiver functions and dispersions. The inverted models are shown as blue lines for 

the single-group joint inversions and as red lines for the all-group joint inversion. 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 7. Maps showing the (a) crustal thicknesses and (b) bulk Vp/Vs ratios obtained by 

H- stacking in Saudi Arabia. The colored circles mark the values of (a) crustal thickness 

and (b) bulk Vp/Vs ratio beneath individual stations.  
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Figure 8 
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Figure 8 (continued) 
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Figure 8 (continued) 
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Figure 8 (continued) 
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Figure 8 (continued) 
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Figure 8 (continued) 

 

Figure 8. Joint inversion models for the 56 seismic stations utilized in this study (for 

exact location, see also Fig. 2), arranged by terrane. The models are shown as red lines, 

with corresponding grey-shaded confidence bounds. Values of the crustal thickness and 
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average shear-wave speed estimated from H- stacking are displayed by thick dashed 

black lines, from which we compute the average shear-wave velocities using the assumed 

crustal P-velocity and the inferred Vp/Vs ratio from the H- approach. For comparison, 

results from Tkalčić et al. (2006) are displayed as the green lines where available. 
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Figure 9 

 

Figure 9. Comparison between the crustal thicknesses from joint inversion and from H- 

stacking. The black error bars reflect the confidence bounds for H- stacking estimates. 
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Figure 10 
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Figure 10. Surface topography and shear-wave velocity structure (blue line) for each 

station along the three cross sections A-A’, B-B’ and C-C’ (see Fig. 2). The red line 

marks the Moho interface inferred from our joint inversion. We use the average model 

(blue line) to represent the shear-velocity structure models (gray lines) beneath Harrat 

Lunayyir (LN) and Rahat (RH). 
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Figure 11 
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Figure 11. (a) Upper-mantle lid shear velocities of the Arabian shield. (b) Upper-mantle 

lid temperatures of the Arabian shield. The circle size indicates the uncertainty of the 

temperature estimation. 
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Table 1. Stations and H- Stacking Results 

 Station    Lat. (deg)   Lon. (deg)     Vp (km/s)                       Thick. (km)      Vp/Vs 
 

                                                               Arabian Shield 

                                                              Harrat Lunayyir 

  LN01      25.22           37.96              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         32.80.7       1.830.03       

  LN02      25.14           37.86              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.10.2       1.800.01       

  LN03      25.38           37.85              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      36.50.8       1.610.03       

  LN04      25.27           37.65              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         33.60.8       1.830.03       

  LN05      25.05           37.70              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         30.50.6       1.680.03       

  LN08      25.03           37.85              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      33.90.8       1.800.03       

  LN10      25.27           37.86              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      33.30.7       1.840.07       

  LN11      25.32           37.77              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      30.90.7       2.030.04       

  LN12      25.27           37.77              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         33.00.8       1.730.06       

  LNYS     25.08           37.94              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         35.40.4       1.750.02       

  UMJS     25.23           37.31              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      25.20.3       1.650.01       

 

                                                              Hijaz Terrane 

  YNBS     24.34           37.99              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      25.00.4       1.900.03      

                                                               Harat Rahat 

  RH01      24.27           39.81              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         35.00.4       1.850.02       

  RH02      24.48           40.09              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.40.5       1.750.03       

  RH03      24.25           40.17              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.50.4       1.750.02       

  RH04      23.99           39.88              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.70.5       1.790.02       

  RH05      23.91           39.16              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         27.20.3       1.940.02       

  RH06      24.38           39.19              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.00.7       1.690.04       

  RH07      24.67           39.04              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      32.60.4       1.700.02       

  RH08      24.71           39.54              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.30.5       1.790.03       

  RH09      24.78           39.91              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.10.2       1.740.01       

  RH11      24.92           39.69              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.30.4       1.730.01       

  RH13      24.21           39.37              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      36.10.5       1.700.03       

                                                            Harrat Khaybar 

  KBRS     25.79           39.26              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.10.3       1.740.02      

 

                                                            Jeddah Terrane 

  FRJS       22.59           39.36              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         30.41.2       1.660.05       

  JEDS       21.72           39.42              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         27.80.7       1.640.05      

  SHMS     21.45           39.69              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      27.90.5       1.770.01       

  LBNS      21.05           39.90              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         31.21.6       1.770.03      

  MDRS     22.09           40.00              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.70.4       1.710.02     

  FDAS      21.83           40.36              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      37.00.4       1.690.01       

  SHRS      21.50           40.20              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      34.40.5       1.730.02       

  FRAS      21.06           40.52              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      39.80.3       1.700.01       

 

                                                              Asir Terrane 

  LTHS      20.28           40.41              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         18.42.0       1.910.10       

  RYNS      21.32           42.85              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         36.90.2       1.750.01       

  BLJS       19.96            41.61              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      37.80.4       1.730.01      

  NAMS     19.17           42.20              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      41.90.3       1.700.01       

  ENMS      19.07           42.57              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         42.40.4       1.720.01      

  TATS       19.54           43.48              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      39.60.2       1.800.01       

  DJNS       17.70           43.54              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      47.40.5       1.660.02       

  DRBS      17.83           42.30              6.5           0.5    0.5    0         33.20.3       1.650.02       
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                                                                Afif Terrane 

  ARSS       25.83           43.15              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      38.40.2        1.760.01       

  AFFS       24.56           42.48              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      35.10.2        1.760.01       

 

                                                             Midyan Terrane 

  DBAS       27.21           35.97              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         27.81.9       1.700.05       

  WJHS       26.73           36.39              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      29.80.3       1.680.02       

  BIDS        26.87           36.96              6.5           0.4    0.3    0.3      36.30.3       1.660.01      

 

                                                             Gulf of Aqabah 

  HQLS      29.30            35.06              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         31.30.4       1.690.02       

  HAQS      29.06            34.93              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         28.50.3       1.780.02       

  RSHS       28.30            34.80              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         20.60.4       1.800.04     

  JLOS        28.74            35.49              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         37.40.2       1.740.01       

 

                                                            Arabian Platform 

  BTHS       24.05           50.85              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         45.71.5       1.700.02       

  SLWS       24.80           50.64              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         37.30.3       1.930.01       

  BOQS       25.87           49.38              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         47.60.3       1.650.01       

  KFJS         28.19           47.94              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         47.20.3       1.830.01       

  ASYS        27.50           44.34              6.5          0.4    0.3    0.3      47.00.2       1.770.01       

  TBKS       28.23            36.55              6.5          0.5    0.5    0         36.20.3       1.740.02       

  QLBS       28.65            37.59              6.5          0.4    0.3    0.3      36.10.3       1.770.01       

 

 

Table 2. Thicknesses and Average Shear-Wave Velocities 

             Phanerozoic Cover        Upper Crust        Lower Crust          Average Crust          Upper-Mantle lid
a
 

Station  h
b
 (km)  Vs (km/s)   h

b
 (km)  Vs (km/s)   h

b
 (km)  Vs (km/s)   h

b
 (km)  Vs (km/s)        Vs (km/s) 

Arabian Shield 

Harrat Lunayyir 

  LN01      -               -            12.5     3.550.20     22.5     4.040.04     35.0     3.870.27        4.530.02 

  LN02      -               -            12.5     3.630.23     25.0     4.070.10     37.5     3.920.26        4.550.05  

  LN03      -               -            12.5     3.580.13     22.5     4.000.09     35.0     3.850.23        4.600.09 

  LN04      -               -            12.5     3.570.10     22.5     4.040.08     35.0     3.870.25        4.510.07 

  LN05      -               -            12.5     3.720.17     22.5     4.010.12     35.0     3.910.19        4.640.14 

  LN08      -               -            12.5     3.660.29     25.0     4.080.12     37.5     3.940.28        4.590.06 

  LN10      -               -            12.5     3.600.18     22.5     4.030.08     35.0     3.880.24        4.540.05 

  LN11      -               -            12.5     3.560.22     25.0     4.070.09     37.5     3.900.29        4.570.04 

  LN12      -               -            12.5     3.580.23     25.0     4.080.12     37.5     3.910.29        4.510.10 

  LNYS     -               -            12.5     3.630.21     22.5     4.040.09     35.0     3.890.24        4.490.08 

  UMJS     -               -              7.5     3.200.24     17.5     4.000.17     25.0     3.760.42        4.300.08 

 

Hijaz Terrane 

  YNBS     -               -            12.5     3.560.18     20.0     4.140.08     32.5     3.920.32        4.550.08 

Harat Rahat 

  RH01      -               -              7.5     3.530.22     30.0     3.910.10     37.5     3.840.20        4.540.07 

  RH02      -               -            15.0     3.680.17     22.5     3.940.15     37.5     3.840.20        4.470.06 

  RH03      -               -            15.0     3.650.12     20.0     3.900.11     35.0     3.800.17        4.490.11 

  RH04      -               -            10.0     3.680.06     27.5     3.920.13     37.5     3.860.16        4.500.06 

  RH05      -               -            12.5     3.660.21     22.5     4.010.18     35.0     3.880.25        4.640.10 
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  RH06      -               -            10.0     3.620.11     25.0     3.940.12     35.0     3.850.19        4.440.13 

  RH07      -               -            10.0     3.640.15     22.5     3.900.11     32.5     3.820.17        4.440.05 

  RH08      -               -            12.5     3.670.12     22.5     3.880.09     35.0     3.810.14        4.540.08 

  RH09      -               -            12.5     3.580.22     22.5     3.860.07     35.0     3.760.20        4.640.10 

  RH11      -               -            15.0     3.650.31     20.0     3.890.04     35.0     3.770.23        4.490.06 

  RH13      -               -            12.5     3.560.20     25.0     4.030.10     37.5     3.880.27        4.460.06 

Harrat Khaybar 

  KBRS     -               -            10.0     3.410.14     25.0     3.850.05     35.0     3.720.22        4.440.05 

 

Jeddah Terrane 

  FRJS       -               -            10.0     3.390.18     20.0     4.100.12     30.0     3.860.38        4.440.02 

  JEDS       -               -            10.0     3.370.14     17.5     4.070.11     27.5     3.820.37        4.500.05 

  SHMS     -               -            10.0     3.530.08     20.0     4.020.12     30.0     3.860.26        4.540.02 

  LBNS      -               -            10.0     3.240.28     22.5     4.150.09     32.5     3.870.46        4.500.01 

  MDRS     -               -            10.0     3.580.05     27.5     4.090.18     37.5     3.950.28        4.480.03 

  FDAS      -               -            10.0     3.660.12     27.5     4.020.16     37.5     3.920.22        4.550.01 

  SHRS      -               -            10.0     3.600.18     25.0     4.010.17     35.0     3.890.25        4.510.03 

  FRAS      -               -            12.5     3.570.17     27.5     4.070.10     40.0     3.920.27        4.570.02 

 

Asir Terrane 

  LTHS      -               -             7.5     3.090.22     20.0     3.980.22     27.5     3.740.47        4.380.06 

  RYNS     -               -            12.5     3.500.24     25.0     3.770.14     37.5     3.680.21        4.270.06 

  BLJS       -               -            15.0     3.510.14     22.5     3.890.06     37.5     3.740.22        4.510.01 

  NAMS    -               -            15.0     3.410.17     25.0     3.870.14     40.0     3.690.27        4.390.03 

  ENMS     -               -            12.5     3.330.13     30.0     3.860.16     42.5     3.710.29        4.340.05 

  TATS      -               -            15.0     3.430.13     25.0     3.780.19     40.0     3.660.24        4.350.04 

  DJNS      -               -            15.0     3.380.27     30.0     3.880.12     45.0     3.720.30        4.390.03 

  DRBS     -               -            10.0     3.260.23     27.5     3.870.18     37.5     3.700.33        4.290.05 

 

Afif Terrane 

  ARSS      -               -            12.5     3.610.21     25.0     3.710.10     37.5     3.680.15        4.500.05 

  AFFS      -               -            12.5     3.730.22     22.5     3.670.06     35.0     3.690.13        4.430.03 

 

Midyan Terrane 

  DBAS     -               -            12.5     3.280.11     15.0     3.830.21     27.5     3.580.33        4.220.02 

  WJHS     -               -            12.5     3.390.21     17.5     3.890.15     30.0     3.680.31        4.200.06 

  BIDS       -               -            12.5     3.320.14     22.5     3.860.21     35.0     3.670.33        4.400.04 

 

Gulf of Aqabah 

  HQLS     -               -            12.5     3.110.16     20.0     3.730.23     32.5     3.490.37        4.210.05 

  HAQS     -               -            10.0     3.020.15     22.5     3.710.17     32.5     3.490.37        4.290.10 

RSHS(NE) -              -            10.0     3.010.37     17.5     3.760.20     27.5     3.480.46        4.210.05 

RSHS(SE) -              -            10.0     3.020.16     17.5     3.790.12     27.5     3.510.41        4.150.00 

  JLOS       -               -            12.5     3.200.12     22.5     3.760.17     35.0     3.560.32        4.480.02 

  

Arabian Platform 

  BTHS   10.0     2.780.45     22.5     3.540.13       7.5     4.050.12     40.0     3.440.50        4.480.05 

  SLWS   10.0     2.530.58     22.5     3.590.18     10.0     4.130.08     42.5     3.470.65        4.460.03 

  BOQS   10.0     2.650.53     30.0     3.670.21       5.0     4.210.14     45.0     3.500.57        4.490.05 

  KFJS     12.5     2.850.24     22.5     3.480.17     10.0     4.070.08     45.0     3.440.47        4.470.04 

  ASYS    12.5     3.090.76     15.0     3.720.09     17.5     4.080.14     45.0     3.680.56        4.590.05 

  TBKS
c
      -               -            12.5     3.230.35     22.5     3.770.19     35.0     3.580.36        4.440.08 

  QLBS
c
      -               -            15.0     3.270.25     20.0     3.750.18     35.0     3.560.32        4.500.11 
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a
Mantle-lid S velocities are estimated as a 3-layer average within the mantle lid portion of inverted models. 

b
Confidence bounds for layer thickness are at least 2.5 km. 

c
Upper crust values include sediments. 
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Highlights 

We find high Vp/Vs ratios at Harrat Lunayyir, resulting from old dyke intrusions. 

We find low Vs & high temperature of mantle-lid at the southern/northern Arabian shield. 

The Vs & temperature patterns are due to thermal conduction from Afar/Jordan plume. 

The volcanism of western Arabia is due to small-scale adiabatic ascent of magma diapirs. 


